Course leaders:

Wild Intelligence

courses stand alone and

The courses are run by

are for all ages and abilities, but they also combine with

workshop facilitator & artist

others to provide unique and exciting experiences. The

Jonathan Middlemiss, B.A.,

adaptable

M.I.A.C., with other partners.

programmes for different needs to be created, in contexts

His career as a fine ceramicist,

and partnerships such as:.

nature of their content

allows for particular

painter and land artist is extensive and widely represented

nationally. He is passionate about
personal spiritual development and how

§ School projects, college and University programmes
§ Adult Education and Further education courses
§ Coaching and life directions - personal and professional

learning creatively with nature offers
deeper foundations for life. His experience

development, team building and training

in teaching and workshop facilitation

§ Wildlife Trust and environmental awareness events

includes:

§ Adults and children with sensory & physical disability

§ Individual coaching and orientation work

§ Artists’ professional development

§ Adult education, including painting

§ Holidays & short break courses

and pottery for adults with physical

§ Holistic courses, therapies and Tree of Life studies

and sensory disability
§ Twelve years as a university

For more information, details, prices, concessions, locations

lecturer to graduate level, including

and booking information, or to be included on the mailing list

personal tutorials, project

please send an email with ‘courses’ in the subject line to

presentation and assessment

info@wildintelligence.co.uk

§ Artists and makers developmental
coaching
§ Workshops and lectures on spiritual
development using the Tree of Life
§ Projects in primary, secondary and

Jonathan Middlemiss
07814511506

Special Educational Needs schools
under Arts Council initiatives
§ Holiday courses and summer schools for all abilities,
including complete
beginners

Jonathan Middlemiss
www.middlemissart.com
info@middlemissart.com

www.wildintelligence.co.uk
www.middlemissart.com

Wild Intelligence

through exhibitions and collections inter-

Courses include:

Wild Intelligence
offers courses in nature using a wide

§

range of experiential and creative

‘Earth’ Sensory awareness exploration with the landscape as
teacher; found materials - wood, stone, clay,

approaches. It takes the view that we

sand, seeds, etc. Perception, enquiry,

need to relate more consciously to the
Earth, and to engage with the

collection and creativity.

teachings that arise from

Mood mapping in a school playground led to

acknowledging that our lives are an

finding clay, making pots on a wheel, and

integral part of the intelligence of our

then a pizza oven; local clays on a beach led

precious planet.

to a pit-firing in a primitive kiln; sand found in a river became a
resource for paintings and mosaic; a small group enquired into ideas

‘… the deadening of our senses is at
the heart of the environmental crisis;
reawakening them is an integral step
towards renewing our bond with the
Earth.’
Laura Sewell, Ecopsychology

of ‘home’ and ‘community’ on a wild beach

§

‘Spirit of Wilderness’ Development of visual perception
using drawing/painting in various media

Our awareness of changes to the environment gives us a unique
opportunity to recognise how much we need the Earth’s sustenance

Personal Coaching

including oil paints, watercolour, pastel and

is for anyone facing change or transition, job loss, retirement,

group used a one-week course to explore a

personal, health or relationship difficulties, or who needs support

landscape, learn skills to express feelings, and

earth. Discover and grow a language. An art

in all areas of our lives. For so long we have chosen to dominate
nature and to plunder the resources of the
planet. The obsession of the industrial
consumer society is on ‘growth’, which

with direction in their lives.

make plans for an exhibition.

is pitted against the knowledge of the

Wild Intelligence Coaching offers a unique combination of creative

For dates and details of next courses please phone

planet’s finite resources. It is an

sensory work in natural landscapes combined with analytical in

07814511506 or email info@wildintelligence.co.uk

impossible equation.

depth coaching. It is able to take you step by step towards a
realisation of your life-directions. Tailored to suit individual needs,

From this has arisen the desire to

programmes are adaptable to different circumstances. A typical

consciously re-connect to the Earth, and

example may include:

there are many who now tread this path

an initial half day sensory awareness workshop: landscape
work, movement, drawing, creative expression

§

deep sense of purpose.

Wild Intelligence is practical. Workshops and

three weekly support coaching sessions by phone; journals

expand sensory awareness and to enjoy the
creativity that arises. This offers a foundation

of Life is a wonderful mystical tool for gaining

permeates all life, from its Source to its
manifestations in our lives. To experience it in a

& daily exercises

unique way through inner and outer journeys in

use of the unique Wild Intelligence directional cards

wild landscapes can affect you deeply. In summer

§

final half-day workshop

2013, a location in arctic Lapland will form the
setting for this, with accommodation in delightful log cabins. It will

To discuss your needs and to set up an individual programme of
coaching please phone 07814511506, or email
info@wildintelligence.co.uk

for the educational and developmental
opportunities listed overleaf.

The ancient symbol of the Tree

§
courses are for individuals and groups to
experience immersion in the landscape, to

‘The Shimmering Tree’

greater awareness of the Intelligence that
§

of wholeness in their different ways, taking
part in the birth of a new culture with a

§

include visits to ancient sites, the Siida and Arkticum museums and
a meeting with an indigenous Sami healer.
For dates and details of The Shimmering Tree, please phone

Individual and group coaching specially for artists is available

07814511506, or email info@wildintelligence.co.uk

